The carbon fixation pathway plays an essential role in the primary production and natural carbon recycling process. In this paper, we present a computational model of the carbon fixation pathway in the marine cyanobacterium Synechococcus sp. WH 8102 (SYNWH8102), using our recently developed computational protocol for inference of regulatory and signaling pathways. The results of our pathway prediction include: (a) the pathway model consists of major components of the carbon fixation pathway reported in the literature. 
Introduction
The marine cyanobacterium Synechococcus sp. is one of the primary producers in the oligotrophic regions of the world's oceans [11, 12, 19] . Currently, very little is known about the carbon fixation pathway in SYNWH8102 even though this pathway has been partially studied in related organisms including fresh water Synechococcus sp. PCC 7942, Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, the marine Synechococcus sp. PCC 7002, and chemoautotrophic bacterial species [1, 4, 5, 15, 17] . Because biological differences between strains in the same species are the reflection of the interaction between the organism and its environment, a predicted carbon fixation pathway model in Synechococcus sp. WH 8102 could provide us an inside knowledge of the adaptation of this organism to its environment, and enrich our experience in inferring biological network using computational tools.
Several computational strategies have been developed to infer regulatory networks in bacteria. These approaches include mapping known metabolic networks onto newly sequenced genomes or computational prediction of transcriptionally co-regulated networks [6, 7, 14] . In general, these methods are capable of revealing the structure of a regulatory network or capturing a conserved metabolic pathway; however, they typically provide only partial information for a complete biological regulatory/signaling pathway/network. In contrast, our recently developed protocol for biological pathway inference attempts to build biological pathways in newly sequenced genomes by utilizing multiple sources of information [16] . The information sources were comprehensively incorporated into the pathway model in three steps. (a) A template pathway was built from literature and database searches, and an initial pathway model was constructed by orthologous gene assignment and pathway mapping. (b) Expansion of the initial pathway was performed using information from multiple prediction methods including operon prediction, phylogenetic profile analysis, regulatory binding site prediction and protein-protein interaction mapping. (c) The final pathway model was obtained after evaluation and refinement step. In this paper, we report our predicted model of the carbon fixation pathway in Synechococcus sp. WH 8102.
Methods

Inference of Initial Pathway Models:
In this step, we first constructed template pathways from genomes where these pathways were partial studied. Then, the template pathways were incorporated into one template pathway, and we mapped this template pathway into the target genome through constrained orthologous gene mapping [9] , based on the premise that similar pathways might be exploited in related genomes. Through extensive literature and database searches, we found partial templates of the carbon fixation pathway in several organisms [1, 4, 5, 17] . After adding all information available from the literature, the partial pathways were compared to each other, and a united template pathway was constructed by doing a union of all partial templates. Then, genes in the template pathway were mapped to their orthologous genes in SYNWH8102 genome using the P-MAP program developed by our group [9] . Typically, the mapped pathway is a network of disconnected sub-pathways due to the facts that the pathway in the target genome could have unique components, and/or our mapping algorithm could not map certain genes in the template into the target genome.
Expansion of the Initial Pathway Models
As noted above, the template pathway may not be identical to the target pathway, resulting in the incompleteness of the initially mapped pathway model. In the expansion step, we added additional genes to the list of potential candidates based on prediction of gene association to make the pathway model more complete and accurate. Gene association was predicted in the form of physical interactions, relationship of regulator-regulated genes, or other functional links. The associated genes were added to a list of potential candidates for further evaluation in the final step.
Prediction of physical interactions of proteins
Previously, we have reported our predicted map of protein-protein interaction in SYNWH8102 based on orthologous gene mapping and protein fusion analysis [8, 16] . The interaction information was collected from databases such as DIP and BIND. We defined a confidence score for our mapping as follows:
Interaction score = -0.5 (logE 1 + logE 2 ), where E 1 and E 2 are p-values generated from homologous mapping of genes A and B onto C or C and D.
In this paper, the same mapping procedure was used to predict protein-protein interactions of genes involved in the carbon fixation pathway. The interactions were verified by literature search and the functional annotation of predicted genes.
Prediction of functional associations of proteins through phylogenetic profile analysis
Phylogenetic profile analysis has been shown to yield useful information about the functional links among genes. It was observed that genes involved in the same pathway often have similar phylogenetic profiles. [8] . Hence, highly similar phylogenetic profiles between two proteins suggest that their functions could be linked [13] . In this paper, we clustered the phylogenetic profiles of SYNW8102 genome based on the absence/presence of each gene in 145 genomes, using a previously described algorithm [10] . From the clustering results, genes having similar phylogenetic profiles with genes already in the carbon fixation pathway were further examined. To verify the accuracy of the analysis, newly obtained gene clusters were evaluated using existing literature and the annotated functions.
Prediction of co-regulated proteins
In the carbon fixation pathway, it is known that CbbR protein is a member of the LysR family of transcriptional regulators, and it is responsible for the upregulation of multiple genes [5, 15, 17, 18] . Based on the existing knowledge about the LysR transcription factors, we devised a strategy to search for common motifs that are present in the upstream regions of cbbR orthologs using CUBIC [10] . After the search, the motifs were ranked and pooled together based on their profiles. These motif profiles were then used to search the SYNWH8102 intergenic regions for promoters containing the same motifs. Because motif scanning program can give false positive results, we mainly used the result of motif finding as an additional parameter to assign the confidence levels for data obtained from previous expansion steps.
Prediction of operons
In bacteria, proteins working in the same pathway are generally organized into operons. Therefore, information concerning the arrangement of genes will be a good indicator that they are functionally linked. We have exploited the conserved nature of operons across multiple genomes to predict all operons in SYNWH8102 genome based on a comparative genomic approach [2, 3] . To augment the result that we found when comparing SYNWH8102 genome and two Prochlorococcus strains (subsp. marinus pastoris str. CCMP1986 and marinus MIT9313), we also expanded our search for conserved gene neighborhood among 145 genomes. The information obtained during this process was used to evaluate the result of operon prediction in the comparative genomic approach.
Evaluation of the Expanded Model and Validation of the Pathway
The purpose of this step was to integrate results from initial mapping and expansion into the final model. The final model was examined in two steps: (a) evaluating the initial orthologous mapping result of the template pathway onto SYNWH8102 genome with a focus on the consistency of these orthologs and the supporting evidence. (b) New genes in the list of potential candidate were added to the final model based on the amount of evidence present in the expansion step. Because each expansion method has its own strength and weakness, we decided that an associated gene was included in the final model if the gene has at least two sources of supporting evidence. Other predicted results not meeting these requirements were reported in the list of potential candidates for further experimental validation.
Results and Discussions
Construction of the Initial Pathway Model
Figure 1: A schematic representation of the carbon fixation pathway template. The cylinders represent CO2 and HCO3 -transporter complexes at the membrane, and the octahedral shape represents the carboxysome. The arrows indicate the conversion of substrates, transcriptional regulation or the movement of substrates between compartments. The genes are shown as grey rectangles, and multiple genes are arranged into operons. Dotted arrows imply that the mechanism for the interaction is not well-understood. In the cytoplasm, CO2 is converted to HCO3 -by carbonic anhydrase (CA). Rubisco is concentrated in the carboxysome where carbonic anhydrase (CA) activity is needed to convert HCO3 -into CO2. Enzymes functioned in the Calvin-Benson cycle are also involved in the pathway. RegA/RegB, CbbR, cmpR and ndhR were shown to regulate the transcription of various genes in the pathway. In plants and bacteria, the carbon fixation pathway converts CO 2 into organic carbon. Figure 1 shows a simplified template of this pathway in bacteria. After the template was built, the genes from the template were mapped to SYNWH8102 genome using P-MAP as described in Section 2.1. The result of our initial mapping effort is at http://csbl.bmb.uga.edu/~phd/initial_pathway.
As a result, four of the components of the carbon fixation pathway including CbbR, the ndh transporter, the carboxysome shell proteins and Rubisco enzymes were mapped into SYNWH8102 genome with a high degree of confidence because they are not only orthologs, but also organized in clusters as being expected. The mapping result of carbonic anhydrase gene and genes involved in the Calvin-Benson cycle was less reliable because the genes are more dispersed in the genome. Furthermore, it is not known from the mapping result whether all or only part of the pathway is regulated by CbbR. Because of these remaining issues, our expansion procedure was applied to improve the confidence levels in assigning the orthologs to the carbon fixation pathway and the completeness of our model.
Expansion of the Initial Pathway Model
Prediction of physical interactions of proteins
As mentioned earlier, we predicted protein-protein interactions based on orthologous gene mapping and protein fusion analysis. A list of predicted protein-protein interactions in SYNWH8102 can be viewed at http://csbl.bmb.uga.edu/~phd/interactions. Six groups of genes were predicted to interact with genes currently in the SYNWH8102 carbon fixation pathway. Further literature search to verify the accuracy of the sub-map was performed, and after the verification process as discussed in Section 2.2.1., eight genes passing the evaluation were added to the list of potential candidates.
Prediction of functional associations of proteins using phylogenetic profile analysis.
With the assumption that proteins having similar profiles could be involved in the same pathway, we analyzed the phylogenetic profiles of all genes in the SYNWH8102 genome to search for genes that are associated with genes currently in the carbon fixation pathway. The phylogenetic profiles for all predicted genes in SYNWH8102 genome is at http://csbl.bmb.uga.edu/~phd/phylo. Together, sixteen genes were added to the list of potential candidates after this step.
Prediction of co-regulated proteins
The cbbR promoter regions of ten cyanobacteria were used to search for conserved DNA binding motifs. We then scanned the SYNWH8102 genome with the positional weight matrix calculated from the profiles and found 126 promoters containing motif1 and 118 promoters containing motif2. Based on these results, it is probable that transcriptional regulation of genes in the carbon fixation pathway is modulated by at least 2 transcriptional regulators. The complete list of promoters containing the motifs can be found at http://csbl.bmb.uga.edu/~phd/motifs.
Prediction of operons
From previous operon prediction by the comparative genomic approach, 20 genes were predicted to be in the same operons with SYNWH8102 carbon fixation genes [2, 3] . Furthermore, genes predicted to associate with carbon fixation genes by the comparative genomic approach were found adjacent to each other in at least 4 or more genomes when using our conserved neighborhood approach. Therefore, all 20 genes were added into the list of potential candidates.
Evaluation and Refinement of the Pathway Model
During the evaluation process, we examined the supporting evidence for each ortholog. We also evaluated the supporting evidence of genes predicted to associate with each ortholog in the expansion step. If there are more than one source of evidence supporting the link between the ortholog and its associated genes, we added these associated genes to the final model. Otherwise, the associated genes are kept in the list of potential candidates for further experimental validation. The genes are shown as rectangles, and multiple genes are arranged into operons. Dotted arrow implies that the mechanism for the regulation is not wellunderstood. CO2 is transported into the cytoplasm with the assistance of ndh/chpx complexes. However, it is not certain if a novel type of transporter is present in SYNW8102, and this is depicted as a question mark. CO2 can also diffuse through the membrane, and is converted into HCO3 -by carbonic anhydrase (CA). In the carboxysome, HCO3
-is converted back to CO2, and becomes a substrate for Rubisco. The product (PGA) is probably consumed by enzymes in the Calvin-Benson cycle to generate organic carbon and to regenerate substrates for Rubisco. The interactions among SYNW1712/1713/1719 and the ndh genes were also predicted. Two conserved motifs were found in the promoter regions of multiple genes, and are represented in the figure as opened (motif2) or filled triangles (motif1). Transcription regulator, CbbR, probably interacts with motif1, and its activity is potentially regulated by CO2 and/or HCO3 -level.
In total, the carbon fixation pathway model consists of 25 orthologs. In addition, we added 8 associated genes (35% of 24 genes) into the carbon fixation pathway, and also predicted how these genes interact with other genes in the pathway. The list of the genes involved in the carbon fixation pathway is at http://csbl.bmb.uga.edu/~phd/final_list. An interested result of our model is the prediction of the transcriptional regulation of the carbon fixation pathway. Our result indicates two conserved motifs, suggesting multiple genes in the pathways are regulated by two different transcription factors. Without the expansion step, our model will lack the information concerning transcriptional regulation and protein interactions. Therefore, the incorporation of multiple sources of information provides us with a more complete and detail model of the carbon fixation pathway in SYNWH8102. Furthermore, we have an additional list of potential candidates for further experimental validation.
